1 What make IUSY a progressive, Unique, and United family, are the social, and 
2 social
3 democratic values we all share, Freedom, equality, solidarity justice and
4 Democracy are our fundamental values, these values are not just a slogans, they
5 should be the map which drew our way for better world all over the globe.
6 Unfortunately some of our member organizations insisting to violate our values and principles,
7 and to take the wrong side of the history, one of these organizations is German Jusos, who
8 adopted a resolution about Palestinian Israeli conflict in there last congress in November
9 2019, Which not just violate all of our values, the international consensus, all of IUSY resolutions
10 in the 10 last 30 years, international law, basic principles of human rights, and the right of
11 Palestinian
12 people in the self determination, but it complicit with Trumps administration, the council of
13 Israeli right wing settlers, Jusos Decided to join the campaign against Palestine’s right to fulfill
14 its long overdue rights through the use of international law and multilateral organizations,
15 including the United Nations, Jusos has asked the German government to support an end of
16 Item 7 of human rights council, they went against the Palestinian refugees right in the return
17 according to the UN security council 194, and call for neutralization them at the host countries
18 in a vital violation for human rights and International legitimacy, while Israel, the occupying
19 power, continues to systematically violate its obligations under international humanitarian law.
20 and UN resolutions, at the same time the German social democratic German Foreign Minister "
21 Heiko Ma\textsuperscript{\textcopyright}ss" has joined the reactionary governments of Hungary, Austria, Czech Republic,
22 Australia and the United States in lobbying the International Criminal Court (ICC) in order to
23 prevent an investigation on crimes committed in the State of Palestine.
24 By adopting this positions by Jusos and Mr Mass, they both have become part of the strategy
25 orchestrated by the most reactionary governments in Europe and elsewhere to grant and
26 perpetuate Israel's impunity, and threat our shared values and principles.

27 Hereby we:

28- 1- Condemn these violations against our shared Social and social democratic values,
29- and the IUSY adopted visions and resolutions in the last three decades.

30 2- The only beneficiary groups from these positions are the populist, right wing
and radical groups, whom trying to restrict our values

31-3- This tendency from some Organizations towards undermining the international law,
32 4- and international consensus will lead for nothing except more violence, extremism, and
33 radicalization.

34 5- We call Jusos, to review their resolution, and to be in the right side of the history, by
35 showing commitment in the social and social democratic values.

KINDLY NOTE THAT THE LATEST DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING RESOLUTIONS TO THE IUSY SECRETARIAT IS 17 FEBRUARY AT 23:59 CET. RESOLUTIONS MUST BE SENT TO congress@iusy.org